High-resolution characterization of defects in oxide thin films
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Nanometer sized defects in thin HfO$_2$ films are detected by atomic force microscopy facilitated leakage current measurements. Differences in the electrical properties of individual defects were distinguished. The effects of two mechanisms that localize the tip-sample interaction and increase spatial resolution were calculated. The expected increase in tip-sample current due to stress induced phase transformations and band gap narrowing has been calculated, and a behavior diagram is presented that shows the pressure necessary to generate a detectable current increase as a function of tip radius. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2982082]

As microelectronics fabrication processes achieve an ever-decreasing device size, reducing the number and size of defects therein becomes increasingly critical. For example, oxide films in transistors are of the order of 1 nm thick and defects of atomic dimensions can be fatal. These size scales are particularly relevant to the emerging use of high $\kappa$ films. This situation represents the ultimate challenge in identifying and characterizing property variations at the smallest length scale. Scanning probe microscopy offers high spatial resolution in the characterization of a variety of electronic properties. Scanning spreading resistance microscopy (SSRM) and scanning capacitance microscopy (SCM) are two primary techniques that probe local properties, utilizing a tip that is in contact with a surface. Recently, lateral resolution approaching 1 nm has been achieved with SCM in imaging of localized electronic states near a SiO$_2$ surface in ultrahigh vacuum. Spatial resolution in the <5 nm range was demonstrated for SSRM in air on InGaAs quantum well structures. Later 1–3 nm reproducibility was demonstrated on p- and n-metal-oxide-semiconductor structures.

While this spatial resolution is encouraging, it is counterintuitive that resolution a factor of 10 smaller than the tip dimension is possible. Finite tip dimensions usually act to increase rather than decrease apparent dimensions. Furthermore, the applicability in terms of range of materials has not been explored nor has the potential to map and distinguish differences in defects been demonstrated. This letter presents localized conductance measurements of nanometer sized defects in HfO$_2$ thin films, quantifies differences in defects that can be used to determine structural origins, and compares two mechanisms of tip-surface interactions that result in sub-tip-diameter spatial resolution.

A 12 Å thick HfO$_2$ thin film on Si (100) (dopant density is \( \sim 10^{15} - 10^{17} \) cm$^{-3}$) was used as a model system to test the limits of defect detection and identification. Local conductance was measured using an ambient commercial atomic force microscope (AFM) (Veeco Dimension 3100, Nanoscope IVa controller) fitted with a high gain amplifier with a current detection range of \( \pm 10 \) pA and a 40 fA white noise level. The sample was biased over a \( \pm 1.5 \) V range and current between the grounded tip and sample was monitored.

$I$-$V$ curves were constructed by averaging selected areas of voltage dependent conductivity maps. PtIr-coated silicon tips with radii of curvature 35 nm, as quoted by manufacturer attached to cantilevers with spring constants 1–5 N/m (Nanosensors), were used in the experiment. The maximum roughness of HfO$_2$ thin films was in the range of 1–2 Å for a scan size of 1 x 1 \( \mu \)m$^2$.

First, maps of leakage current were acquired at constant sample bias; when defects were located (indicated by locally high current of either polarity) the AFM tip was moved to the area of interest and $I$-$V$ curves were acquired. The stability against thermal and mechanical drifts in ambient conditions was not sufficient to fully characterize 1 nm sized defects in point spectroscopy. As an alternative, sequential current maps were acquired over a range of biases, and $I$-$V$ curves at each point were reconstructed. The same drift is present when acquiring images; however, it is corrected with reference to topographical features.

Figure 1 shows current maps acquired in the \( \pm 1.5 \) V range in several increments. The regions of increased current are attributed to defects in the film. Comparisons of $I$-$V$ properties constructed from current averaged over selected areas are made in Fig. 2, where (A) is the area over a positive defect, (B) is the area over a negative defect, and (C) is an area with no defect. On areas where no defects are apparent, the tip/sample junction exhibits classic tunneling behavior over the entire range of biases with current in the pA range. This is consistent with the presence of an ideal HfO$_2$ with an approximately 6 eV band gap. Over the defects, increased current at voltages less than \(-1.25 \) V implies the presence of localized midgap states, in some cases above and some cases below the Fermi level. While the atomic structure of these defects is not determined here and the interaction of defects with the ambient is not excluded, it is interesting to note that defect energies determined from Fig. 2 of 2.4 and 4.4 eV are consistent with those estimated for oxygen vacancies and oxygen interstitial atoms, respectively. Tip-induced oxidation is a known problem when Si surfaces are imaged in air, but the pre-existing hafnia coating serves as a barrier against oxidation. Furthermore, the voltages used are not sufficient to reduce the Hf within the coating.

The similarity of behaviors of area A at negative sample bias, area B at positive bias, and no defect area in the whole voltage range suggests that the conduction mechanism is the
same for these regions. The tunneling barrier was determined by a single-parameter fit to the Simmons\textsuperscript{7} tunneling model to be 3.4 eV. Since area C exhibits no defect states in the film, it may be used as reference for determining the position of the Fermi level of the film relative to the oxides band gap, i.e., the Fermi level lies 3.4 eV below the conduction band.

The issue of spatial resolution is addressed in Fig. 3 in which high conductance regions outline defects. A cross section of the current map over a midsized defect illustrates the lateral information density. The defect feature appears to be 2–3 nm in diameter with several data points within this range. Note also that smaller defects are also resolved. Therefore the limit in defect detection is indeed 1 nm or even smaller, similar to the observations of Bussmann and Williams\textsuperscript{4} and Eyben \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{2,6} This dimension is clearly smaller than that of the tip. The contact radius is estimated to be 4–5 nm using a Hertzian model and the following parameters: tip radius=32 nm, $E_{\text{Si}}=170$ GPa, $\nu_{\text{Si}}=0.27$, $E_{\text{PtIr}}=200$ GPa, $\nu_{\text{PtIr}}=0.1$, and applied load=375 nN. The calculations ignore tip-sample adhesive force, which is small compared to the applied load; they also assume that the 20 nm PtIr undergoes all of the tip deformation, while the Si substrate underneath is rigid.

The reduction in the tip-surface interaction size from the contact diameter by a factor of 8–10 implies the operation of a field focusing mechanism. Two potential focusing effects are a localized phase transformation or an elastic strain induced conductivity increase. The stress distribution underneath the tip-sample junction is not uniform, with a region with half of the contact zone experiencing 50\% greater stress than the nominal compressive load.\textsuperscript{9} Consequently, the load at the tip apex may be sufficiently large to induce changes in the substrate that will be restricted to a small volume under the tip. At moderately high loads a strain-induced decrease in band gap could occur, as has been quantified in macroscopic measurements. Paul and Pearson\textsuperscript{11} reported that $\frac{\partial \varepsilon_g}{\partial P}$ =15 meV/GPa for Si. For the ~10 GPa load used here the result is a decrease of 0.15 eV or about 10\% of the Si band gap. Since tunneling current is a sensitive function of $\varepsilon_g$, this effect could be significant and also a function of substrate dopant concentration. At higher pressures Si undergoes a phase transition from semiconducting diamondlike fcc to conductive tetragonal $\beta$Sn and then to an insulating bcc phase upon release of pressure. Shimomura \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{10} observed a sharp change in the crystalline structure of Si at 15 GPa, while subsequent studies placed the transition at slightly lower pressure: 10–13 GPa.\textsuperscript{11–13}
To illustrate the experimental conditions under which these two mechanisms can operate, the local pressure as a function of tip size and applied load are related to limits for increased current due to band gap effects and for a local phase transformation. The band gap effect was calculated as follows. The limit of the detectable increase in current is taken to be 1 pA based on the noise limits in the circuit. The difference in band gap that would cause a detectable current increase is calculated in the context of standard tunneling conditions, and the pressure necessary to reach this limit is plotted in Fig. 4.

Since the conductance depends on dopant concentration, the limits over the four orders of magnitude typical of devices are presented. Superimposed on this “behavior diagram” is the solution for load at which the phase transformation occurs. The behavior diagram in Fig. 4 shows the regime of tip size and applied load where the phase transformation occurs. Under these conditions, the highly conductive transformed region under the tip becomes the effective probe area, reducing the interaction area by a factor of 4 given the stress gradients beneath the tip. The lower pressure conditions under which the band gap effect results in increased current are also shown. Here the stress gradient results in a continuous conductivity gradient that is focused somewhat less sharply. Both mechanisms result in the localization of the probe area and can account for the increased spatial resolution.
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